Top stories from October 2, 2019

Welcome back Eagle Nation and welcome to The G-A Daily newsletter! Thank you for your present and future readership! Be sure to keep up with us through our social media links above.

Men’s golf wins the J.T. Poston Invitational Title behind record-breaking performances

Georgia Southern Men’s Golf held on to reclaim its J.T. Poston Invitational trophy. The Eagles, after the loss of star Steven Fisk, kept its high status alive by defeating the South Carolina Gamecocks by a single stroke.

Southern scuba club looks to expand scuba diving interest on Statesboro campus

“This club has helped me grow as a leader and as a diver. I have met some of my best friends through the club, we are all just a big family.”

Georgia Southern pride prom set for Friday

This year’s Pride Prom theme is Galaxy Gala, and though there is no dress code, attendants are welcome to wear costumes or formal attire.
Aldair Cortes reflects on Atlanta United, Mexico and Sun Belt Championship

“My family - me just trying to do the best I can for them for all the stuff they did for me - I mean, it just makes me work harder knowing that I have them back at home watching me.”

Former Georgia Southern forward starts pro career overseas

“I'm just learning and I am learning a lot from this experience like how clubs operate & coaches of clubs. I am also learning different schemes of offense [and] defense that I am quite new to.”

Did you go to Dr. Damon Williams' open forum on Wednesday? Tell us about your experience HERE

The George-Anne Reflector Magazine is writing a story on money struggles and needs your input:HERE
Why Normani is the pop star we need right now

Normani is in a lane of her own in the world of pop music. The former Fifth Harmony singer continues to prove that she is ahead of her peers and is ready to become the next princess of pop.

The Essay

A professor does NOT like the essay his student has turned in, but he will not give the reason why. (this is not a metaphor)